Department of Sociology & Anthropology, BGU

Course: A Moroccan voyage; an anthropological voyage

Level and status: 4 credit points B.A. elective area course
Prior requirements: none

Lecturer: André Levy

Taught: 2008/9; 2009/10; 2010/11

Course description:
The course will tell the story of the development of anthropological theories in the Maghrebi context.

Course requirements:
1. Participation in all classes.
2. Reading materials weekly.
3. Students are required to submit five reading reports (20% of the grade).
4. Present in class meetings a paper from the reading list (10% bonus).
5. Submit a final paper (80%) based reading. Detailed instructions for it are on H.L.

Grade: final written work (80% of grade) reading reports (20%) and class presentation (10% bonus).

Course reading list:

Fall Semester


Spring Semester


